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Editorial

Citation Diversity Statement in BMES Journals
()

The Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES) is
dedicated to fostering an inclusive environment and
strives to represent all members of the biomedical
engineering (BME) profession. To align with that goal,
as editors of BMES journals, we have decided to include an optional citation diversity statement in our
paper formats.
Gender and racial imbalances exist in a variety of
academic fields, with the greatest disparities at the
highest faculty positions.2,5,15,17 Several factors contribute to these imbalances, including caretaker
responsibilities often falling to women, inadequate
outreach, and too few role models for different genders, races, and ethnicities within a field of study.2,5,15
However, underlying biases also exist at both institutional and individual levels that impede progress in
diversifying academia.8,13 These biases can affect
employment opportunities, salaries, funding, and career advancement.
BME has a higher proportion of women than the
engineering average for both bachelor’s and doctoral
degrees awarded and tenured or tenure track faculty.5
However, there is still room for a great deal of
improvement, especially at the faculty level, which is
only 23% female.14 In terms of racial and ethnic
diversity, BME struggles to recruit diverse students
and faculty, particularly those who are Black or African American, Hispanic, and American Indian or
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander.5 Diversity in BME is not
only important from an ethical standpoint to ensure
that individuals are not discriminated against, but also
because the entire field will benefit from the inclusion
of people from different backgrounds. Diverse teams
are better problem-solvers and can provide new insights that advance the field further.6,10 Also, having
mentors and role models from historically underrepresented groups are crucial for the recruitment and
success of new students.
One manifestation of bias in academia is the
undercitation of publications authored by women and
minoritized groups. Studies in a variety of fields have
shown citation imbalances across gender, race, and
ethnicity.3,4,7,9,11,12 Most of these studies evaluated
gender imbalances and found that papers with female

authors were cited less than those with male authors
when controlling for several factors including year,
publication venue, and paper focus.4,7,9,11,12 The citation patterns of male authors drove these observations,
and in some fields imbalances have increased over
time.9 Citation patterns based on race and ethnicity are
more difficult to quantify based on author names.
However, one study evaluated these patterns and
found that papers with White first and last authors
were cited more frequently in neuroscience journals.3
While many authors are likely unaware of these citation biases, intentional or unintentional bias introduced by a few authors can propagate, as more
citations result in increased visibility.8
The inclusion of a citation diversity statement has
been proposed to increase awareness and help correct
citation imbalances.9 These statements should include
the proportion of references cited by gender and/or
race and ethnicity and appear directly before the reference list. Citation diversity statements serve two
purposes. First, by analyzing the authorship of papers
included in their reference list, authors may attempt to
improve their citation balance. Second, the statements
can draw readers’ attention to the problem of citation
imbalances and hopefully motivate them to re-evaluate
their own work.
All BMES journals (Annals of Biomedical Engineering, Cellular and Molecular Bioengineering, Cardiovascular Engineering and Technology, and
Biomedical Engineering Education) will now encourage authors to include a citation diversity statement
within their manuscripts to work towards correcting
citation imbalances in BME literature. The citation
diversity statement is not required, but its inclusion
will benefit authors, readers, and researchers from
underrepresented demographics within BME. We also
encourage publishers and ORCID to include the option to self-identify gender and race in the author and
reviewer categories. As with all of our processes, we
look forward to feedback for our readership.
The citation diversity statement should appear before the references in a manuscript. Its structure should
include the following four parts: (1) the importance
and motivation behind citation diversity, (2) the pro-
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portion of citations by gender and race/ethnicity for
the first and last authors, (3) the method used to
determine those proportions and its limitations, and
(4) steps taken to by the authors to improve citation
diversity in the article.19 The proportions of authors by
gender should be divided into four categories based on
first/last author combinations: woman/woman, man/woman, woman/man, and man/man. Race and ethnicity proportions should similarly be divided into four
categories based on first/last author combinations:
author of color/author of color, white author/author
of color, author of color/white author, white author/
white author. Please see the example below based on
the references in this paper. We recognize that one
limitation of the proposed method is that it cannot
account for intersex, non-binary, and transgender
people, or Indigenous and mixed-race authors. One
example of software used to determine author proportions for gender and race/ethnicity can be found at
https://zenodo.org/record/4104748#.X784zc1KiUm.
Given the current limitations of gender and race
determinations, some authors may opt to not include a
diversity statement. Alternatively an abbreviated
statement can reasonably be substituted for the full
statement as outlined above. Three representative
examples, which should appear before the references in
the manuscript with a subheading, are as follows:

the first and last author of each reference by using
databases that store the probability of a first name
being carried by a woman.9,18 By this measure (and
excluding self-citations to the first and last authors
of our current paper), our references contain 31%
woman(first)/woman(last), 31% man/woman, 19%
woman/man, and 19% man/man. This method is
limited in that a) names, pronouns, and social media
profiles used to construct the databases may not, in
every case, be indicative of gender identity and b) it
cannot account for intersex, non-binary, or transgender people. Second, we obtained predicted racial/ethnic category of the first and last author of
each reference by databases that store the probability of a first and last name being carried by an
author of color.1,16 By this measure (and excluding
self-citations), our references contain 2% author of
color (first)/author of color(last), 9% white author/
author of color, 20% author of color/white author,
and 69% white author/white author. This method is
limited in that (a) names and Florida voter data
used to make the predictions may not be indicative
of racial/ethnic identity, and (b) it cannot account
for Indigenous and mixed-race authors, or those
who may face differential biases due to the
ambiguous racialization or ethnicization of their
names. We look forward to future work that could
help us to better understand how to support
equitable practices in science.

Option 1: No Statement
Authors have the option to not include a citation diversity statement.
Option 2: Abbreviated Statement
Citation Diversity StatementRecent work in several
fields of science has identified a bias in citation
practices such that papers from women and other
minority scholars are undercited relative to the
number of papers in the field.4,7,9,11,12 We recognize
this bias and have worked diligently to ensure that
we are referencing appropriate papers with fair
gender and racial author inclusion.
Option 3: Full Statement
Citation Diversity StatementRecent work in several
fields of science has identified a bias in citation
practices such that papers from women and other
minority scholars are undercited relative to the
number of papers in the field.4,7,9,11,12 Here, we
sought to proactively consider choosing references
that reflect the diversity of the field in thought, form
of contribution, gender, race, ethnicity, and other
factors. First, we obtained the predicted gender of
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